We present a Mathematica package for the calculation of Wick contractions in quantum field theories -QCT. Furthermore the package aims at automatically generating code for the calculation of physical matrix elements, suitable for numerical evaluation in a C++ program. To that end commonly used algebraic manipulations for the calculation of matrix elements in lattice QCD are implemented.
Introduction
Matrix elements in lattice QCD are typically expressed as expectation values of time ordered products of quark operators, which can be computed by means of Wick contractions [1] . The aim of this package is to simplify and automate this straightforward but error prone task. Currently only fermionic contractions are supported, i.e. the fields are assumed to be Grassmann valued. The complexity of the calculation grows as N!, where N is the number of creation or annihilation operators in the matrix element, i.e. the total number of quark field operators is 2N. The contraction of 16 quark fields of identical type takes roughly 30 seconds 1 generating 40320 terms.
Basic functionality
The package provides functions to perform Wick contractions and subsequently simplify the expressions, i.e. contract indices and rewrite the results into QDP++ [2] The simplest contraction thus reads
where the fermion propagator S of particles of type f connects point y to x. This contraction can be done within the package as or more complicated substitutions including color contractions
where the quarkContract[##] function is defined within QDP++. Additionally we provide an Uncontract function, which will split contracted expressions into terms with open color and spin indices. Note that this function will introduce a color and spin index irrespective of the operator at hand, e.g. a color neutral object has superfluous color indices after the uncontract operation. We define δ functions to be independent of their index type and it suffices to write DD[a,b]= δ ab .
Example applications
Let us illustrate the capabilities of the package by means of two examples.
Λ Baryon
Suppose we are interested in the large time behavior of the matrix element
e.g. the two point function of a Λ baryon. Let us write the interpolating operator for the Λ baryon [3] 
where we used a vector notation, i. Within QCT the two point function can be computed as gives the result
Result is of type Scalar {S^d(y,x) -> quarkProp1, S^s(y,x) -> quarkProp2, S^u(y,x) -> quarkProp3} */ trace(quarkContract13(quarkProp1,GammaB*quarkProp2*GammaBT)* transposeSpin(GammaA*P*GammaA*quarkProp3)) + 2*trace(quarkContract13(quarkProp3,GammaB*quarkProp1)* transposeSpin(GammaA*P*GammaA*quarkProp2*GammaBT)) + trace(quarkContract13(quarkProp3,GammaB*quarkProp2*GammaBT)* transposeSpin(GammaA*P*GammaA*quarkProp1)) + 2*trace(quarkContract13(GammaB*quarkProp2,quarkProp1*GammaBT)* transposeSpin(GammaA*P*GammaA*quarkProp3)) . . .
The QuarkContract function, as shown in the previous section, contracts all open color and spin indices and identifies special patterns, e.g. resulting in QDP++ quarkContract[##], transposeSpin . . . function calls.
Sequential Source
Another illustrative example is a generic 3 point function
Let us assume the following operators, e.g. nucleon interpolating operators and a flavor preserving current, again adopting a vector notation,
J =dJd.
In QCT the operators, amended with explicit spin and color indices, read Now the matrix element can be parameterised as
where for the sake of readability we have omitted all volume sums and fourier modes. The term Σ is called the sequential propagator. The corresponding source can be constructed using QCT, where one starts from the Wick contracted matrix element, projects out the part proportional to (JS d (z, x)) and subsequently applies the Dirac equation to generate the sequential sourcefor a discussion of the technique see e.g. [4] .
First to get the matrix element we write
where the replacement gets rid of disconnected pieces, i.e. propagators with identical start and end points. The package implements a projection operator DEProject for propagators, i.e.
Thus the easiest way to project out the sequential propagator is to replace the current with a δ-function and project out the propagator connecting the source point x with the current insertion point z The expression SeqProp is equivalent to Σ a 1 a 2 µ 1 µ 2 (x, z). Next to find the source that generates this propagator we multiply with the inverse Dirac propagator from the right, i.e.
In QCT this reads Note that to obtain the sequential source we applied the Dirac operator from the right
Usually lattice QCD codes implement a solver, where the solution from point x to point y
is calculated applying the Dirac oprator from the left. Rewriting Eq.(13) 
one can however easily construct the sequential propagator using ordinary solves.
Summary
The aim of the package is to simplify the straightforward but error prone task of computing matrix elements in QCD. To that end we implemented routines that perform Wick contractions on quark operators, further simplify the results and write out QDP++ expressions directly calculable within a C++ program. Since the results are automatically generated, in most cases, manual fine tuning will be necessary to obtain the most efficient implementation of the matrix element at hand. Nevertheless QCT is, at the very least, useful to check the correctness of the implementation. The code is open source [5] .
